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About the Show 
Our Carnal Hearts is a new performance about envy by Rachel Mars, with original choral compositions by 
Louise Mothersole. Performed on a square stage with audience on 4 sides, it is part capitalist satire and 
part emotional vivisection, a transgressive exploration of envy across money, status, career, sex and 
family. It occupies a space that is provocative, cathartic and celebratory, a fairly brutal mirror for us all 
to cast ourselves into. It conjurs a place where we can whoop at our own fragility and delight against our 
better nature, toast to our competitive spirits and do a rumbling dance for the ugly gutter-tramping parts of our 
souls. 
 
What are the guts of the project?  
A few years ago I read a three sentence long Hungarian folk story. It turned into this piece of writing: 
 
This fairy comes round your house. 
You, she says, are in luck.  
Ask for anything you want. Anything in the world and I’ll give it to you. But whatever you ask for, your 
neighbour gets double.  
Great. You say. Fine. Cut 
out one of my eyes. 
 
Later, I came across a Guatemalan tribal ritual: ‘when a new child is born into a family with existing children, 
a chicken is beaten to death on the oldest child. This is how we deal with envy. It is bloody and it works’. 
[detailed in Why I Hate You and You Hate Me, Joseph Berke: Karnac Press] 
 
I’ve been obsessed with the state of envy across the personal and the political for the past few years. It remains 
a shamefully taboo emotion. With Our Carnal Hearts I am riding our current - very perfect – [shit]storm of 
envy: a culmination of fears of scarcity, isolation born from technology, the move from collectivism to 
individualism and status anxiety derived from consumerism. It is a passionate act of exorcism, reimagining envy 
aside from the humiliation and guilt that it has been imbued with by religion, and the contortions through which 
politicians mangle envy to serve agendas of wealth accumulation. 
 
At its guts the show continues the line of questioning I pursue across my work – how do we cope? How do we 
cope with being bombarded with language and imagery that aims to inspire us to comparison? What are the 
social protocols involved in navigating these evaluations? Where is the space of resistance? 



 
 
 
 
What is the space of the show? 
 
Envy is a directed emotion. Without a target, i t  cannot occur. Helmet Schoeck  
Our Carnal Hearts is performed around a square stage, with four audience banks. It is 
performed by me and four singers with original choral compositions by Louise Mothersole (Sh!t Theatre). It 
features a combination of spoken and sung texts, movement sequences and darkly comic ritual actions. The 
show also invites communal singing with the audience in the manner of a religious service [for example, the first 
hymn of the invocation of the spirit – ‘Gold’ by Spandau Ballet]. 

 

 

One singer is placed centrally in the front row of each bank. By experimenting in this set up we 
invoke and trouble: a surround-sound live choral score; the atmosphere of AA meeting; a shape-note singing 
convention; a 70s performance happening. This audience face-off set-up invites a comparison - a personal and 
collective showdown- both imagined and played out in the piece, which speaks to the comparative direction of 
envy. The central role is a departure from my previous work where I perform a ‘version’ of me. In this project I 
am rupturing modes of character – trickster priestess, ideological frenzy-whipper, threatening charismatic leader 
and finally the flick-knife wielding fairy of the Hungarian folk story. 

 
 
 

 
A note on voice and music 
  
Our Carnal Hearts came out of my fast-and-dirty pop-up choir project ‘Sing It! Spirit of Envy’, which forms a 
new choir with each appearance, singing a list of the participants’ envies.  
I’m interested in singing the unspeakable, disrupting the individualism and solo nature of envy with the 
[illusion of] a community of harmonious voices. For this show Louise Mothersole and have created 
compositions for five female voices. 
You can listen to a feature about ‘Sing It! Spirit of Envy!’ on BBC Radio 4 Extra: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b05sz8z7 and see footage of the piece here: 
http://www.rachelmars.org/sing-it-spirit-of-envy 
 
Sing It! Spirit of Envy! will be touring alongside Our Carnal Hearts. 
 
Performances/Development to date 
  
Residency, Playwright’s Workshop, Montreal JAN 2015  
Work in development performance, Sprint at CPT London MARCH 2015  
R&D Week, Work in development performances, Ovalhouse London MARCH 2015 Development 
Residency and Work in development showing, The Orchard Project, NY, JUNE 2015  
Continuing development 2015/early 2016, with Royal Court Theatre, Ovalhouse, Cambridge Junction UK 

 
 
 
  



 
Information for touring 
 
The show will be touring from Spring 2016, with the majority of touring in Autumn 2016 and Spring 
2017. 
 
Tour schedule 2016 
 
April – Fusebox Festival, Austin TX 
May – Cambridge Junction 
Sept – Shoreditch Town Hall, London, Royal Exchange, Manchester 
Oct  - JW3, London- Norwich Arts Centre, Birmingham REP 
Nov – Camden People’s Theatre, London, Oberon ART Boston 
 

People: 
5 performers and touring technician on the road  
OR  Alternative International touring model can be discussed:  
2 Performers and 3 local singers rehearsed for 2 days in situ prior to the show  
 
Playing space – minimum 2.5 x 2.5m square flat stage, audience on 4 sides. This can be in a traditional theatre 
space or a disused church, community hall, historic building. 
 
Simple LX plan, sound operated on Qlab (company tour the laptop) 
 
Get in – 1 day. Get out – 30 mins 
 
 
Artist Profi le 

 
Rachel Mars is a performance maker borrowing from theatre, live art and comedy.  
She has been making work for 7 years and has performed across the UK, including at the South Bank 
Centre, Barbican, Tate Modern, Forest Fringe and Summerhall.  
Most recently she has been commissioned by Fuel Theatre, Ovalhouse London, Wellcome Trust and     
undertaken residencies at The Orchard Project and Asylum, New York; Playwrights' Workshop, Montreal 
and Cove Park, UK. She has shown work at festivals internationally including at Fusebox, Texas; Wildside, 
Montreal and Hot! NYC. 
 
Rachel is a regular on BBC Radio's 'Pause for Thought' and has written for The Stage, The Guardian and The 
Jewish Chronicle. 
 
Rachel was an associate artist at The Basement, Brighton and is an artist fellow of Birkbeck University. She 
has taught at various universities and artist development courses around the UK.  
www.rachelmars.org 
 
 
Rachel’s work is supported by producer Abby Butcher in the UK and Lucy Jackson Internationally. 



 
	  
VIDEO 
You can see a full video of the show on request. Please do ask and we will send the link. 
 
Feedback 
 
Both joyful and delightfully painful. Moved me to celebrate what is terribly human with song and revelry, 
delivered masterfully. 
Ari Barbanell, Theatre Producer, American Reparatory Theatre 
 
Our Carnal Hearts is a beautifully crafted show delivered with furious energy by a captivating performer. 
Natalie Querol, The Empty Space, Newcastle 
 
A show of wit and verve that -aptly- hides a dark heart. It made me question my own relationship to envy and 
how the pace of our online lives is overtaking our emotional capacity to connect with our own interiors, never 
mind other people. 
Louise Stephens, Deputy Literary Manager, Royal Court Theatre, London 
 
A gorgeous, gleeful rummage through our darkest urges. Funny, intimate and sinister with a beautiful choral 
score. It leaves us shaken, smiling and even perhaps a little kinder. 
Jonathan Wakeham, Board Member, CPT, London 
 

CONTACT 
www.rachelmars.org | Rachel@rachelmars.org 

Producer (International):  Lucy.jackson@gmail.com | +1 917 565 5097 
Producer (UK): abbycbutcher@gmail.com | +44 (0) 7825 70139 


